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!Vf emorandum 
FM/ John P . l'vlayer 

AC/Special Ass istant to the Director 

DATE: March 8, 1968 

SUBJECT: Preparation of a History of Manned Spacecr&ft Center 

:;,;10 -1 oa 

At the reg_uest of Dr. Eugene M. Er::.:.v:::.2 _, t he N..IiSA Historian) we have agreed to 
assume responsibility for the prepa::.nation of an MSC history . This effort 
is expected to complement programmatic histories (Projects Mercury) Gemini) 
and Apollo ) which ar~ either in preparation or complete. The JY.LSC history 
will place primary -emphasis on the Center as an inst.itution-- it s general 
management philosophy) the evolution of its maj or organizational elements) 
growth and modifications of its staff) maeagement of it s financial resources 
and contracts ) acg_uisition of its facilities) and its impact on the economy) 
culture and society of the community i n which it exists. 

Dr. Robert B. Merrif ield) a professionally trained historian) has been asked 
to prepare this record of our progress fro~ Langley origins to t he present. 
Si nce he has been with the Center for over five years, Dr . Merrifield is 
familiar wit h many key decisions; event s ; and t rends in t he Center 's past. 
However, he will need help from all of us who have been ma jor part icipants . 
in t he life of the Center) particularly in interpreting why and how various 
forces have i nfluence d the development of the Center as an i nstitution. 
Your a i d and cooperation in this unaertaking are vitally important to its 
successful completion a nd will be appr eciated . 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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BN5/Dr. Robert B. Merrifield 

DATE: March 8 t 1968 

Preparation of a History of the Manned Spacecraft Center 

As is pointed out in the cover memorandurn, I have been commissioned to 
prepare a history of the Center. There is a large volume of information 
(memoranda , blue prints, sketches, etc~) ava ilable in the official files 
and, of course, I plan on exploiting it~ However, such information is 
only the bare bones of history; I will also need intimate detail and 
personal insight from major participants and informed observers. It is 
especially vital that I have the benefit of the personal recollection 
of our key personnel who shaped the management philosophy of the Center 
during its early formative years. It is for this reason that I would 
like to have the privilege of spending a few hours with you, to help 
you put together a statement reflecting your knowledge of the Center's 
history~ · 

If you have no objection, I will plan on using a tape recorder while I 
am with you, as it is a convenient way of obtaining a lot of information 
quickly and economically. I fully appreciate the fact that you have been 
involved in a seemingly irtfinite number of major activities, all of which 
are complex and of such significance that they cannot be disregarded in 
a Center his tory . At the same time, I recognize that your time is valuable 
and limited, and will leave to your discretion what you should put into 
your statement. I am interested in any information you consider to have 
been i mportant in the establishment, growth, or maturation of the Center, 
and invite you to feel free to go into whatever depth of detail you feel 
advisable and within the limits of your available time. There will be no 
need to be concerned about grarrmi.ar, structure, or repetition at this point. 
I will plan on submitting a transcript of this recording to you as soon as 
I can get it typed; if you wish, you may then amend or add to it. 

I am keenly interested in those minor details that will add vividness and 
vitality to a his torical narrative. For example, a key management 
decision may have been reached in one of those drab, crowded, stuffy 
c·onference rooms of the !!Dolly Mad is on House tr (rather than 11 at OJvlSF 11

) ; or 
the wisecrack or joke that relieved the tension or boredom or weariness 
of an important meeting; or the unprepossessing appearance of t he Carla 
battered Clear Lake Site. Although such details may see~ trivial, t heir 
judicious use will make the difference between dull and interesting readir:g . 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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Because of your position and long association with the Center, it is 
quite likely that you are familiar with events where personality clashes, 
conflicts in judgment or other human failings have played a considerable 
role. The natural tendency in dealing with such sensitive issues is to 
avoid them or to gloss over them with generalities. Obviously, any 
history based on this type of treatment will be bland, innocuous, and super ·
ficial. On the other hand, if potentially explosive information were to be 
incorporated into a history, it would certainly lead to embarrassment or 
more serious consequences to the Center. As an alternative to these two 
extremes may I suggest the following: I would like to have your statement 
to be completely candid; I will consider ~t to be personal and confidential, 
and will safeguard it accordingly. After typing your narrative, I will 
return it to you for verification. At this time, I will ask ·you to 
indicate those portions of your statement which you regard as 11 privileged 
information." They would never be alluded to in any way in the Center 
history, and would have the sole purpose of giving me the necessary back
ground information I need to write a factual and objective history. 

May I call you in a few days to make arrangements that will be mutually 
convenient for me to see you? 

Robert Bo Merrifield 



Interview with John P. Mayer 
3/13/68 

I started with what was the beginning of MSC in 19580 In that 

year there was some work going on at NACA's Langley Center on an 

unmanned vehicle, about the same time there was talk about a Dyna Soar 

manned vehicle. After Sputnik, in October 1957, I worked in Mel Goff's 

Flight Research Division in the Maneuver Loads Branch under Henry 

Pearsono Another of the branches of this Division was the Guidance 

and Control Branch under Hewitt Phillips, and this was where Chuck 
. t & 

Matthews and Chris Kraft, Sig Sjoberg, Johnson, J aber, and K1*11nel (PJ,c f""~fb..) 
all came fromo 

From 1947 on I had worked at Edward AFBo Originally I was 

on the X-1 project and later worked on the research airplaneso 

When I returned to Langley I began working on a statistical program 

for flight research on determining loads in flight of AF airplanes. 

A number of us in that office had been interested in space research 

for several yearso In fact, about 1955, one of the fellows in the 

office made a $50 bet that we would land a man on the moon within 20 

yearso That would have been about 1975. Looks like he might win his 

bet. It was mainly from a science fiction standpoint that we were 

interested. About the time this geophysical year came up, and especially 

right after the Russians orbited their first satellite, Pearson simply 

told a bunch of us that we were going to work on space researcho I 

/ guess if his bosses at Langley had known they would probably have 
\~ 

fired himo That's what happened--we essentially quit on our own within 
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a branch and started working on space-related thi;1gso At first we 
\....." 

simply studied all the evidence we could find and put together lectures 

which we gave to ourselves and these lectures.- later turned into a 
~ 

textbooko It was the first spaceflight textbook that ever came out. 

Unfortunately we never published it commerciallyo It was published 

in NASA, and I guess the Agency has given out thousands of copieso 

If we had published it right then it would have beaten all the 

others by about a yearo 

I worked on orbital mechanics and lunar trajectorJ. 'A lot of 

people worked on lunar trajectories before theno In fact, the Rand 

Corporation had done a considerable amount of work on lunar trajectories 

in 1956-19570 The Russians had also been working on them for some 

time. One of their reports was useful in deriving trajectories for 

Apollo o Last year I met the author of this Russian report in 

Yugoslaviao While we were doing this work, two parallel conceptual 

designs for manned spacecraft were being investigated at the same 

timeo Max Faget was working on a ballistic shape and Chuck Matthews was 

working on a vehicle t hat could land on a 5000' runwayo Around June or 

July 1958, it was decided to concentrate all effort on the ballistic 

shape concept, and some of the Langley people who had been investigating 

the feasibility of a manned satellite were moved over ~ei ;l;l:tfo Baie~~·e 

~ to the unitary wind tunnel building. I was one of that 

group, which at that time numbered about 17 peopleo We started working 
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on the specifications for the Mercury spacecrafto Originally I was 

assigned to work on loads, but there wasn't enough work being done 

in orbital mechanics and as my background and experience was strongest 

in this area, I began to devote more of my t~me to this area. The 

only thing that had been done in the orbital mechanics area up to this 

time was some reentry calculationso 

When the STG was formed in October of that year I was 

a trajectory analysis group which consisted of myself ., 

~ev:bte+J: °" and Bob Chilton of STG both did some work in that area as · did . 

__,gJ s.o s gizy~~am:~ 01' Jim Bul~ at PARD. A guy at Ames, Jack /J., cL.S&t\J 

wrote a basic report on orbital mechanics about 1958, which was used 

as a basis for a lot of our programs and in fact still iso Around 

the early part of 1959, the first flight mechanics group was formed 

in the STG, flight mechanics being really orbital mechanics, and I 

was named to head up this groupo Its basic function was to do 

trajectory analysis. I had around 4-5 people. We moved to the old 

administration building in the East Area and the building in back of 

There were then two divisions; one under Max Faget and one under 

Chuck Matthews; later a third was addedo Max headed up the development 

division, Chuck the operational division and shortly after that Chamberlin 

was given the engineering divisiono I was in Faget's Division, which 

seemed to be a logical location for my functiono However, Chuck Matthews 
. ti' P--~ *..,.'- c ,J A(..,~ .. , 

convinced Gilruth that the mission analysis activities were ~@4;.~~ 
A. 

oriented and ought to be in the operations areao .. I didn't like this 

idea initially, but since I knew that probably Gilruth and Matthews 

knew better than I, I went along with ito I figured Max would have to 
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develop some capability in this areao There were about 10 people in 

the Mission Analysis Branch when it was startedo Our division now is 

a direct descendent of that particular branch. Since then we have 

essentially the same f:unction and organization. The job has just 

gotten bigger and bigger • . 

From that time on we started to grow fairly rapidly but even 

by the end of the Mercury Program I doubt whether there were very many 

more than about 40 people, and probably 20 people did the trajectory 

analysis and mission design for the Mercury Programo We also had 

another important job, and that was Control Center development and 
7 

~ / real time control of flights o At that time the design of network and 

the control center was assigned to Hartley Soule and a group of people 

in the Instrument Research Division at LRC. They actually controlled 

the development of the control center computing center and what has 

v' developed into the manned space flight network. Under Soule Barry 

Graves headed the IRD group and uAder him Paul Vavra was the head 

of the area dealing with hardware/ electronics systems. Gene Davis 
·-1'v~ ~;,,, ".J ...... ....,, 

originally headed up the computer area ~r he leftA.. Jim Donegan 

and Bill Tindall took over o It was actually under Davis' direction 

that the work on computer and orbit determination was doneo Donegan 

is nottJat Goddard where he went to keep the Mercury Program running 

after we came down here. Bill Tindall came with us as my deputy. 

Before we had a Control Center the original concept of Langley 

was to track the vehicle and determine the orbit from ito We decided 

the computer had to do a lot more than simply determine what the orbit 

wase It had to compute the things for people on the ground on what 

was going on up in orbit so that they could make a lot of go - no go 

decisions all the way through the orbit. About the first thing I came 
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up with was a go - no go criteria for going into orbito This was the 

\)-/ gama. plot 0 In fact I guess I invented the word go - no goo In our 

branch we got together with Jim Donegan and Bill Tindall and 

decided we belonged together even though we were organizationally 

separate, so we worked as if we were in the same organizationo We 

all worked as a completely cooperative team in Mercury even though 

we were STG and they were at Langley. I guess the reason why we got 

along well was that Jim Donegan and I sat across the desk from each 

other for 10 years before I went into the STG and were good friendso 

The relationships between other groups working with systems and hardware 

seemed to be characterized by a considerable amount of friction. For 

example, a lot of antagonism existed between Barry Graves' people and 

Walt Williams' people in STG, particularly those under Chuck Matthews 

and Chris Kraft 0 

In any event Donegan's people and mine developed computer 

processes that were needed for Mercury. We started out with a 704 

and went to a 709 and finally had the first 7094 used in the Mercury 

Programo This computer was in Washington and the Control Center was 

at the Cape o This was a mistake, as the logical place for those 

computers was in the Control Center, but in those days parochial interests 

had undue influence on who should do what in the space businesso The 

~ \ Control Center was put at the Cape because it was believed it had to 

be there, but it was decided that the computing data would be 

remoted from Washington to the Cape o This decision was arrived at about 

the time Goddard Space Flight came into being and before Goddard had 

completed its building programo At that time MSC was supposed to be 

part of Goddard, we had already been reassigned to Goddard, and 
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we all expected that one day we'd be moving to Goddardo This was true 

up until about 1960-196L NASA wanted the computers at Goddard because (. 1}1 

~ somebody felt the Air Force might get control of them if they were at 

the Cape. The computers were originally located in the IBM Bldg on 

Pennsylvania Avenue in Washingtono Later they were moved into an 

unfinished building at Goddard's Greenbelt facility. These computers 

were installed in a building when they were still putting cinder 

blocks and bricks upo There were canvas walls and mud everywhere and 

it was the biggest mess you ever saw. And at the same time the building 

was being built, we were running those computers and fighting the 

dusto 

Despite the fact that the decis ion on the location of the computers 

was politically motivated and a mistake, it turned out to be a blessing 

in disguise as it enabled us to demonstrate the feasibility of remoting 

high speed data over telephone lineso It proved that control centers 

especially in long space missions can be any place in the country and 

that's one reason we now have the control center in Houston and not 

at the Cape. We had already proved you could use long lines easily 

to remote data and besides when you are on the moon, what's the difference 

b t W h . lt H t d th c ? ,tl ~·-.~· ,j" Lt 7 i.__~. ,_::, i e ween .... as ing ?n,. 
1
ous on, an e ape . """\... ll ! / 

"M-- . - , ri ct'tl.... ·ti J . ~ j ~· e l <- • "t e .. (. -- ~ u. ~ .t1 t (" 
Before we moved to Houston, Chuck Matthews wrote a letter which 

said the operations division ought to be at the Capeo I'm very happy 

\J-\ 
that it isn't for I like to live here. I n our business, which is 

designing missions, I think it's more important that we be close to the 

other people in the Center where the spacecraft is being designed and 

\ ~) 
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the Program Office, than being close to launch site. I think the 

decision to move us to Houston was the right decision. It was 

right to have the computers in the control center but it was also 

right to have the control center and our people near the people 

designing the spacecrafto Actually, I think the whole center would 

have operated better down at the Cape, and for that matter, if we could 

put the whole NASA at the Cape, it would be advantageous. 

As we went along in Project Mercury it soon became evident that 

this business of running back and forth between the computers and computer 

"1 lo contractors in Washington, and the Control Center ·,_at the Cape was an 

extremely bad situation and difficult to work witho A lot of our people 

spent half their time cormnuting. When I say our people, I am talking 

of both the IRD, Donegan's people, and my people who worked together 

as one group. It was an awful job implementing things from 200 miles 

away. It simply isn't feasible to instruct someone to write require-

ments and call when they're ready. 

When we began preparations for Gemini, and the move began to 

Houston, all our people were insistent that the computers, computing, 

and the Control Center be in the same building or next door to each 

/"\ .1 
1 

other o Again pbli tics got involved, as Goddard was well established 

""" ~ "V I\"\ ')..., and it had done the computing job on Mercury and wanted to continue 
'Y r I 

"\ '\ , 

"'I doing it for Gemini and Apollo 0 This did not come to pass, fortunately, 

and we got the computers down here where they belonged. When we began 

planning for computer service in the control center , we put out bids 

on the basis that the company awarded the contract had to be located in 

, Houstono 
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Chris was chairman of the source selection board for the computers 

and I was d.~puty chairmano Since Chris was busy flying missions 

during much of this period, I got the whole job dumped on me to write 

--../'\) the specifications for the computing center and computing contract. 

We ended up with IBM as our contractor in Houstono IBM happened to 

be the same one who furnished computers for Mercury, which made it 

easier for us, although I remember the standing of bidders was a lot 

closer than anybody expectedo 

Back at Langley our mission analysis branch not only had control 

of the realtime computing and mission analysis but the center computer 

facilities as welL We were about the only ones that used them and when 

we first got the computing facilities at Langley they were under my 

VS'~· ~ \ direction. Stan Cohn and John Shoes mi th, who worked for me, were in 

charge of the computer at Langley. Later when we decided it should be 

a Center facility, it was put directly under Hjornevik, which is probably 

where it still should be. In utilizing computers on Mercury, we weren't 

handicapped by having a central computing facilityo We could get 

computer time as we needed it, and essentially it was a computer for 

our useo Later, when more organizations began demanding time we no longer 

had this advantageo 

Once we started flying missions we found that the things that we 

put in the RTCC were not always complete. We didn't get everything in 

'\ \1 and either flight controllers developed needs for other data which we y ~, 

'l -") / ;;> 
v simply couldn't get into the RTCC because of the time requirements or 

because we didn't want to put it in there. However, we could use our 

own computer (the Langley 7094) offline, and as an auxiliary computer. 

This was where the concept of what we now call RTACF - Realtime Auxiliary 



Computing Facility (in those days it was call ed the ACR--Auxiliary 

Computer Room)-- came into being. In the beginning people didn't 

trust the RTCC completelyo We decided we'd pull the other computer 

online and use engineering programs that could be changed easily to 

support the people at the Cape and give them answers. We originally 

got data by people reading, for example, position and velocity vector 

back over the telephone. The position and velocity vector is time 

plus 6 quantities, and 6 quantities are usually 8 numbers apiece, so 

that's 48 numbers somebody had to read over the telephone and then 

punch into cards and make computations for ito Then we would read 

our answers over the telephone to the flight controllers. Gradually 

this developed to the concept we now have in which we still have 

9 

a RTACF which is a separate computer - a 7094 here in Houston. Earlier 

I mentioned in Mercury we had a 7094, but it was a 7090 to begin with. 

Now we get our vectors automatically from the RTCC and we have display 

devices that we can show data immediately to the flight controllers 

without reading numbers over the telephoneo 

We kept growing in size and moved to Houston between January 

and July 1962, into the old Houston Petroleum Center. Out of about 

40 people that we had at Langley when we left, all came to Houston except 

two or threeo Shortly after arriving in Houston, we reorganized the 

division creating two assistant division chiefs who were John Hodge/ and me. 

Later on in 1962, they formed our areas into divisionso We have been 

the same sinceo 

Our functions were first of all to design missions from a trajectory 

standpoint, and develop realtime computer programs. We supported the 

operation as experts behind the scene for the flight control team0 We 
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remained in this capacity until about 2 years agoo Around December 1965-

1966, the onboard program development for the Apollo spacecraft, which 

had been under the control of Flight Control Division, was moved 

into our Divisiono At the same time the onboard implementation computing 

program and the direction of the MIT contractor . was given to us. 

Max Faget and Chris Kraft agreed that we would do all the trajectory 

development and mission design work for the whole center. A trajectory 

branch in G&C under Jack Funk was moved to our division, and part of that 

branch went into the onboard program development, and a part of the 

branch under Jack Funk became our advanced mission design branch. 

In 1967, Pete Clements, head of the Flight Support Division, went 

back to the Air Force and Bill Tindall was offered that job but he 

wanted to stay in mission design, so Lyn Dunseith, head of our realtime 

program development branch, was offered and agreed to become chief of 

the Flight Support Divisiono Thus it became logical to move the 

implementation of the computer programs into the Flight Support Divisiono 

He took his branch with him which implemented the computer program. 

Our division still kept the responsibility for the mathematical formulation 

and the mission logic that goes into both the RTCC and the onboard 

computer program, but the fellows who manage the contract are with Lyn 

in the Flight Support Divis i on. 

After 1962, it became obvious that the Apollo Program was several 

orders of magnitude more complicated than the Mercury and Gemini Programs 

and that we were going to need a lot more peopleo In my opinion, part 

of this growth was due to the growth of NASA itself a We had so many 

more people, especially in Washington, who could ask us more questions 

for which we had to get answers -- whether their questions were valid or noto 
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I sometimes think if the NASA had half as many people, it might be 

better off o 

Our interface with the Marshall Space Fld,ght Center was much 

more involved in the Apollo Program than in Mercury or Gemini. 

When you are designing the spacecraft and a launch vehicle at the same 

time, you have dmmanding requirements for both to be satisfied and we 

had a much bigger interface with MSFC. We grew to something on the 

order of 200 people, but it was obvious that we would need over double 

this number to do the jobo We decided the only way to do it was to 

..;1\ hire a contractor to assist us. This is why we have a contract with TRW. 

While we were still at Langley we needed some work done on an orbital debris 

study, and we decided to contract for this o We talked with Jack d,£:lJ1::>1J who 

had left Ames and had a company of his own by this time . We intended to give 

the contract to him on a sole source basis but couldn't, and ended 

up by having to go out on bido Instead of this fellow winning, TRW put 
~'~ 

in the bestAand they won the contract. As the Gemini Program development 

began, we were completely wrapped up with Mercury operational studies, so 

the TRW contract was expanded to cover some rendezvous studies for Geminio 

When we got to Houston, it became obvious that TRW would need a lot more 

people to support the Apollo Program as well as the rest of Geminio 

We expanded the contract to cover this effort. We insisted the people 

had to be located in Houston, because as we approach the operational phase, 

the turnaround time gets more and more critic al. We are now reaching 

the peak of activity on the TRW contract, and have recently added some 

AAP support requirementso 
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The TRW contract was entirely our responsibilityo After a while 

Joe Shea decided he wanted TRW to do some work in the systems area for 

ASP).. We expanded contract to cover the Apoll o work. Later E&D 

also asked to be covered and they too are using the same contract. 

As a result of a little orbital debris study back in 1961, we now have 
"'1 trn 

close to ~ people working here in Houston for TRW. 

Incidentally, the TRW contract was one of the first incentive 

contracts for software programso I was dead set against it at first, 

as I couldn't see how we could spell things out definitivelyo 

However, we were allowed to use the concept of grading, and essentially 

gave the contractor a report card periodiallyo It has worked fabulously. 

I think we get three times more for our money now than we did when it 

was a cost plus contracto However, probably half the improvement is 

due to the fact they are in Houstono There's nothing like having 

contractors working close to you. We are learning this fact in running 

a computer program contract at MITo It's awfully hard to work efficiently 

when the contractor is located several thousand miles away. I think 

sooner or later we will have a software contract or on site, just as 

is the case with our ground software contractoro 

After we had operated the Houston Control Center and computing 

system for awhile using the 7094 comput ers and the requirements for 

Apollo came along, it became apparent from our Gemini experience that 

the 7094 computers would not be adequate for the Apollo missions . 

There were two reasons. One was that the 7094's were expected to be 

too slow and the other was that they were believed to be too s_mall , that 

is they would not have sufficient storage space. About 1963-1964, I was 
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appointed as chairman of a committee which would investigate the 

need for new computers in the Control centero The committee consisted of 

people from this center , people from Goddard, the Washington office, 
~ .. ~.~..,, 

and representatives from BcllOonr. We made a study which lasted a 

couple of months. In terms of Apollo requirements, it appeared 

that we would need a storage capacity of over 1 million wordso Under 

the Mercury Program, the comparable requirement was for 30,000 words 

and on the Gemini Program it was initi~lly 300,000 words and later 

700,000 wordso We estimated all the computing we would have to do 

and the calculations we would have to make, and it looked like it might 

take two to three times the Gemini capacityo 

In terms of speed, it was felt we would have to optimize the 

mission in realtime and we estimated we would require a computer at 
(ri;\~ 

least three times as fast as the IBM 7094,.._ 6ur predictions were 

relatively accurate. We need somewhat more storage than we guessed--

about 1,500,000~ words but the speed that we felt we needed is less 

than expectedo Our knowledge in co~puting and optimizing lunar 

/'\ 
trajectories, has improved so much, and we made such big breakthroughs 

(.....-

in terms of computing speed that what we us.ed to take 5 days to do, 

we can do in about 5 minutes todayo The speed we need now is probably on 

the order of 3 times and not much more than thato 

We had a schedule to meet which showed a lunar landing mission 

in February 1968, with the other missions strung out ahead of thato 

It looked like it was going to be extremely difficult to design a 

computer, get it operational, tested, and checked out in time to meet 

the schedule and at the same time keep supplying Gemini and Apollo 

requirements. We examined all the computers available, among which 
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were an_ IBM ,36o Model 75, and also a 36o Model 92q CDC had the CDC 6600, 

and 3600 which could be converted to a 3800 later ono Burroughs had 

a 5500, GE a 7350 It appeared that there were only two computers capable 

of meeting our needs - -the IBM 360 or the CDC computer 0 It appeared to 

us that the CDC 6600 was behind the IBM 360 in development and the 3600 

seemed not fast enough for us. It looked like the 36o was the only 

computer that would fit our needs and be operational in time for the 

missiono This was about the time that IBM became a dirty name in 

computerso If we wanted to buy any other computer in the country 

except IBM, I think we could have gone sole source and gotten it. Since 

IBM had such a big share of the market, people were inclined to 

question any extension of their shareo We were thoroughly questioned 

by NASA Headquarters on this. They decided to bring all the computer 

manufacturers together, explain the problem, show them the requirements, 

and ask them whether they could meet our operational requirement dates 

with their computerso All these companies were brought in and CDC was 

the only one who really thought they could. Finally, after some relatively 

high level discussions in Washington with CDC, they too were convinced 

that they couldn 1 t hack the requirementso 


